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abstract
This article explores the connection between the castellated façade of Montepulciano’s 
Palazzo Comunale and Florence’s development into a territorial state in the mid-fifteenth 
century. In 1440, the comune of Montepulciano commissioned a new façade for its town 
hall from the prominent Florentine architect Michelozzo. While scholars have widely 
accepted Michelozzo’s design as an imitation of Florence’s Palazzo della Signoria, hitherto 
unpublished documents preserved in Montepulciano’s Biblioteca Comunale e Archivio 
Storico ‘Piero Calamandrei’ enable further interpretation of the town hall’s fortress-like 
profile from a geopolitical and military perspective. According to the new textual evidence, 
Montepulciano maintained a close cooperation with the Dieci di Balìa — Florence’s war 
committee — from the late 1430s onwards and contributed to its military efforts against 
Milan, which climaxed in the battle of Anghiari the same year that the façade renovation 
was initiated. In view of Florence’s decisive victory in the battle, this article argues that the 
familiar castellated appearance of the new façade was a celebratory manifestation of the 
city’s military pride and that this was shared by the town. The architecture of the town 
hall can also be seen as testifying to the role played by castellation in expressing Florence’s 
territorial ideology.

On 16 October 1440, the comune of Montepulciano drafted a letter commissioning the 
Florentine architect and sculptor Michelozzo (1396–1472) to make a folio-sized drawing 
for the façade of its thirteenth-century Palazzo Comunale, the restoration of which it 
had commenced earlier that year.1 Although no drawings or other archival documents 
survive to confirm Michelozzo’s authorship, the attribution made by Howard Saalman 
in the 1960s is not disputed.2 Arguing that the façade is ‘a symmetrised and simplified 
version’ of that of the Palazzo della Signoria in Florence (Figs 1 and 2), Saalman situated 
Montepulciano’s communal palace in a Florentine civic architectural tradition and 
pointed to the influence of a prominent cultural centre on architectural progression.3 In 
subsequent literature, however, the Montepulciano façade has often been characterised 
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Fig. 1. Montepulciano, Palazzo Comunale, renovated 1440–c.1465  
to a design by Michelozzo, photograph of 2016 by the author 
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Fig. 2. Florence, Palazzo della Signoria, built 1299–1314,  
photograph of 2016 by the author
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reductively as an out-of-date, mechanical copy of its Florentine model.4 Such a view-
point neglects the symbolism of communal palaces as cornerstones of local civic and 
historical identity, and does not recognise the interrelationships between the centre and 
periphery in the Florentine territorial state.5 The aim of this article is to provide further 
interpretation of Michelozzo’s design, which takes better account of the civic agency 
behind the town hall’s fortified and quasi-Florentine appearance. 

The original construction of Montepulciano’s Palazzo Comunale in the mid-thirteenth 
century marked the town’s transition in 1243 from a fortified settlement (castrum) to a 
politically autonomous territory (terra).6 In addition to serving as a residence and office 
for local magistrates, the communal palace was an important site for public events and 
ceremonies.7 Even after the jurisdiction of the town was ceded to the Sienese in 1260, 
and then to the Florentines soon after 1404, the palace was still, for the poliziani (as local 
residents and their government referred to themselves), the nucleus of their public life. 
Given the building’s significance to the local comune, it is all the more striking that its 
new façade resembles that of Florence’s seat of government, and this prompts two major 
questions. Why did the poliziani decide to adopt a Florentine architectural model for 
their town hall when no other comune in the Florentine state made any such alteration 
to theirs? And why did they launch the façade project in 1440, almost half a century 
after the town came under Florentine rule? Making use of hitherto unpublished sources 
in Montepulciano’s Biblioteca Comunale e Archivio Storico ‘Piero Calamandrei’, this 
article provides answers by re-examining the 1440 façade project in respect to its building 
history, the legal procedures adopted for its execution, and the scheme’s contemporary 
geopolitical and military context. In so doing, it furthers understanding of the role 
played by Montepulciano’s civic palace in Florence’s surging territorial hegemony and, 
more broadly, the relationship between the central government in the city and the local 
communes that formed its strategic defensive outposts.8 

a joint project of central and local government
Functioning as the administrative, juridical, civic and military locus, the communal 
palace was central to the life of a comune, and its construction, expansion, renovation 
or repair often entailed a series of legal, constitutional and administrative procedures. 
This was very much the case in Montepulciano. According to the minutes of the 
governing assembly, a petition to renovate the façade of the Palazzo Comunale (facies 
anterior palatij) was proposed by the town’s standard-bearer (gonfaloniere) and priors on 
27 February 1440, and was subsequently approved by the general council.9 The petition 
claimed that ‘repairing the communal palace façade was necessary since its dilapidated 
state was an obstacle to the good functioning of the building’, and that ‘any expenses 
related to the project were for the common utility and honour of the comune’; it then 
added that ‘the façade of the aforesaid palace shall be constructed in the manner and 
form that would be deemed useful and honourable for the comune’.10 This resolution, 
in addition to explaining the need to renovate the façade, initiated a legal procedure 
for carrying out the project. A committee was formed to supervise the work, entrusted 
with the tasks of estimating the budget for the renovation and providing a financial 
evaluation for the communal treasurer (camerarius).11  
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The Montepulciano resolution might appear to suggest that the façade renovation was 
a small-scale local decision, because much less discussed is the Florentine government’s 
involvement in the project. Minutes of the assembly from 27 February 1440 show that 
this meeting was overseen by Totto di Buoninsegna de’ Machiavelli, a commissioner of 
Florence’s special war committee, the Dieci di Balìa, rather than by the Montepulciano 
priors as would normally have been the case, and that he offered encouraging advice on 
‘utility’ and ‘common good’.12 In his study of late fifteenth-century Florentine governing 
strategies, William Connell has noted that the appointment of commissioners from 
Florence to its subject cities and towns can be understood as an indicator of crisis, as 
their responsibilities included not only commissioning and overseeing fortifications in 
Florence’s subject towns and cities, but also reconciling internal conflicts between local 
and central government, as well as acting as mediators in times of war between the 
Florentine government and its war captains (condottieri).13 Totto de’Machiavelli came 
from one of Florence’s old oligarchic families, and one that had close connections with 
Montepulciano.14 His father, Buoninsegna Filippo de’Machiavelli, who served as a 
Florentine prior in 1383 and 1396, had been one of four officials sent to supervise the 
construction of a Florentine stronghold (càssero) in Montepulciano in 1392.15 His brother, 
Giovanni di Buoninsegna de’Machiavelli, served as the chief magistrate (podestà) in 
Montepulciano from 1439, the year before the new façade was proposed.16 This record 
of public service in both Florence and Montepulciano would have contributed to the 
family’s understanding of central and local Montepulciano governments, making Totto 
an appropriate choice to facilitate discourse between the two.

In fact, a missive of 29 February 1440 reveals that on 27 February, the day when the 
façade project was approved under Totto’s supervision, the poliziani received a letter from 
their envoy in Florence, who had been sent to the city to file a petition to the Florentine 
Signoria for an exemption from food supplies requested by the Dieci.17 The poliziani 
were claiming that the exemption was needed because of the poor yield of the harvest, 
but the boldness of the request is indicative of the local comune’s semi-autonomous 
status, and this helps to explain why Totto had been sent there. The presence of Totto 
in Montepulciano not only implies the importance of the Dieci in fostering central–local 
dialogue; it also draws attention to the central government’s monitoring of local public 
affairs, and its awareness of the renovation project from an early stage. Given that the 
Dieci was an extraordinary committee only formed during wartime, what also needs 
explaining is why it showed any interest in Montepulciano’s façade renovation, and 
whether the town hall was somehow related to the state’s military campaign. These 
matters become much clearer through examination of the military and diplomatic 
situation at around the time the town hall façade was commissioned.

florence’s territorial defence and the battle of anghiari, 1440
Montepulciano, a rural agricultural community, is situated in southeast Tuscany, a little 
over a hundred kilometres from Florence (Fig. 3). Although its peripheral location within 
the Florentine state may not be particularly significant, its position overlooking the 
Valdichiana (the Chiana river valley) nevertheless had great strategic advantages both 
for the town and for Florence.18 As the highest settlement in the valley (607 m above sea 
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level), Montepulciano enabled Florence to monitor military undertakings of rival states, 
in the Val d’Orcia to the west and as far away as the Lago di Trasimeno to the east. More 
immediately to the east, in addition, was the Ponte a Valiano, one of the major bridges 
across the Chiana river, which gave easy access to subject comuni scattered along its 
sides.19 The town’s strategic value became especially great in the 1430s. It was then 
that the duke of Milan, Filippo Maria Visconti, began taking steps towards expanding 
his rule and focusing his efforts on central Italy.20 The duke’s military captain, Niccolò 
Piccinino, established a garrison near the northern end of the Valdichiana in October 
1436, in preparation for an invasion of Florentine territory.21 

Montepulciano’s involvement in Florence’s war against Milan was recorded by 
Niccolò Machiavelli. In his Istorie fiorentine, he mentioned that in 1440 a ciphered missive 
had been intercepted by Florentine secret agents in the town.22 The letter had been sent 
to Niccolò Piccinino by his counterpart Cardinal Giovanni Vitelleschi, the military 
captain of Pope Eugenius IV. Even though the contents of this letter were not decoded, 
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Fig. 3. The Florentine 
and Sienese republics in 

the fifteenth century, map 
drawn by the author
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Vitelleschi’s attempt to contact Piccinino was in itself suspicious, since until that time 
there had been an alliance and private friendship between Eugenius and the de facto 
ruler of Florence, Cosimo de’ Medici, whom Eugenius had supported against the duke 
of Milan.23 Florence feared that Vitelleschi would change sides and send his troops from 
Rome to cooperate with Piccinino in Tuscany to the north, thereby surrounding much 
of Florence’s territory. As it turned out, Eugenius was persuaded by the Florentine 
government of Vitelleschi’s plan to merge with the Milanese force and had Vitelleschi 
arrested for treason and sent to prison, where he died shortly afterwards.24 

Yet the exposure of this plot was not enough to slow the Milanese duke’s ambition. 
Tensions continued to rise in Tuscany as Piccinino led the Milanese troops to merge 
with those of their ally, the count of Poppi in the Casentino, and to threaten the 
Valdichiana to the south. A missive sent by the poliziani to the Dieci in Florence on 17 
June 1440 (original in the appendix on page 16, document 1) reveals the impact that the 
Florentine–Milanese conflict was having on the Valdichiana region: 

Magnificent fathers and most honoured Lords. We hope Your Magnificence is aware that 
Niccolò Piccinino or his brigades are on the battlefield in the territory of Cortona. With this 
letter, we beg your lordships to intervene quickly in Valiano. Its loss would bring great 
harm to Cortona, Castiglion [Fiorentino], Fojano, and it would cut off our access to the 
Fortezza of Valiano. Having seen this evil, we have sent some of our men there, as well as 
to the Torre di Chiana. We hope the said Torre di Chiana will be saved, but we have grave 
doubts about Valiano because it has not been properly fortified, and for many other reasons 
and shortcomings that we do not mention out of respect. Furthermore, we have information 
from our source that, of the men stationed in Valiano to defend the fortress, around 
seventeen have fled. For God’s sake, Magnificent Lords, send mercenary infantrymen 
quickly to defend the place, because if you do not do that, it will be lost, bringing great harm 
to the land. Apparently Baldoccio is in Fighine, a fortified town belonging to Orvieto, 14 
miles from us, and we are doubtful about him, although he cannot attack us except through 
Sienese territory. It is said that he [Baldoccio] is Niccolò Piccinino’s infantry captain, but he 
says he is his own man and no other’s. We hope Your Lordships know the truth about this 
and we await your information. We are ever ready to serve Your Magnificence. Written in 
the territory of Montepulciano, on 17 June 1440, at 23 o’clock. 25

This letter conveys Montepulciano’s vulnerability, as well as the determination of the 
poliziani to defend it. It also implies that Florence had delegated responsibility to the 
poliziani for guarding the key strongholds and castles scattered to the west of Lago di 
Trasimeno, such as the towers of Valiano and Chiana. More generally, the request for 
foreign mercenaries indicates the poliziani’s awareness of the pressing nature of the 
central government’s military operations against the Milanese. 

On 29 June 1440, only twelve days after the letter requesting military support, 
armed conflict between the Florentine and Milanese broke out near the fortified town 
of Anghiari, around 40 km northeast of Montepulciano. Piccinino, acting on advice 
from the exiled Florentine Rinaldo degli Albizzi, organised a surprise attack on the 
Florentine troops who were encamped there, calculating that without the leadership 
of Francesco Sforza — Florence’s condottiere who was in Lombardy guarding Venetian 
territory — they could easily be defeated.26 However, led by the war commissioners 
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Neri di Gino Capponi and Bernardo (or Bernardetto) d’Antonio de’ Medici, and the 
war captains Pier Giovanni Paolo Orsini and Baldaccio d’Anghiari, the Florentine 
troops not only defended the town successfully, but crushed Piccinino’s army, which 
was forced to retreat to Lombardy.27 As a result, the duke abandoned the ambition to 
annex Florence.

Although no major battle took place within the territory of Montepulciano, the 
town’s inclusion in Florence’s secret-agent network, as well as its participation in the 
dominant city’s military manoeuvres in southeast Tuscany, underscores the crucial 
role of peripheral settlements in Florence’s national defence. Thus, in view of the 
rising crisis in the Valdichiana from the 1430s onwards, it is not surprising that the 
Dieci showed its concern about the town’s 200-year-old communal palace, as the 
appearance of this civic palace was vital for the perceived wellbeing and security of 
both the town and Florence.

the civic significance of the castellated façade 
News of the victory over Milan at Anghiari reached Florence almost instantly. The 
two Florentine war commissioners sent a letter to Cosimo de’ Medici informing him 
that their tactics in the battlefield had ‘crushed him [Piccinino] and scattered all his 
people’.28 The significance of the victory was recognised immediately. Not only was 
a great celebratory procession organised in just two days, this taking place on 1 July 
when the campanile of Florence’s duomo was lit as though for the feast day of St John 
the Baptist, but the two commissioners also received great honours from the Florentine 
government on their return to the city.29 Historians regard the Battle of Anghiari as a 
critical event in the rise of Florentine territorial hegemony and a significant increase 
of Florence’s civic confidence.30 That Florence’s gonfaloniere-for-life Piero Soderini 
commissioned Leonardo da Vinci to paint the battle on the wall of the Salone Grande, 
the largest assembly hall in the Palazzo della Signoria, in 1502 testifies to its continuing 
historical importance to Florentines.31

Montepulciano was swift celebrate and acknowledge the implications of the victory. 
In a letter of 2 July 1440, the poliziani congratulated the Dieci and passionately reaffirmed 
their fidelity to Florence (original in the appendix on page 16, document 2):

Magnificent priors and our most honoured lords. On hearing of Tuscany’s great victory 
ensuring the preservation and health [of the region] against the tyrant duke of Milan and 
Niccolò Piccinino, we wish to express to your Magnificence our most ardent joy and utmost 
delight. Even the night before your envoy arrived here we celebrated with fireworks and a 
great feast this victory which had been communicated to us by the podestà, by the priors of 
Fojano and by Paolo da Ghiacceto, Captain of Arezzo, via his own horseman. That evening 
we had fireworks and had the bells rung, and tomorrow we will have a procession to give 
thanks to God and St Peter and St Paul who secured such a great victory against the tyrant, 
which will result in his final extermination, for the glory and eternal fame of the glorious 
Florentine people and for the preservation, union, health and peace of the whole of Italy. 
Although your envoy was to have been given 30 florins, we gave him two, reserving the 
greater gift for when he will bring us news of the present or future death of N.[iccolò] 
P.[iccinino], true enemy to your Magnificence.32
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While hosting feasts and processions to hail military achievements was customary in 
Italian comuni, the celebratory feast in Montepulciano had an even greater significance 
because it was held on the same day that Florence held its own, as if to mirror the 
celebration taking place there.33 The engagement of the poliziani in this salutation 
of Florence’s military achievement may be seen not only as a proclamation of their 
allegiance to the dominant city, but also as a deliberate manifestation of Florence’s rule 
over the town. 

The letter of congratulation also draws attention to the town’s awareness of the 
rhetorical debates on tyrants and republics which were informing the armed conflicts 
of this time. For instance, the poliziani congratulated Florence for its military success 
against its ‘true enemy’ (vero inimico), Niccolò Piccinino, and for the victory ‘against the 
tyrant’ (contro al tiranno), the duke of Milan. Such rhetoric, as Hans Baron has noted, has 

Fig. 4. Montepulciano, 
Palazzo Comunale, view 
from the south, photograph 
of 2016 by the author
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its roots in the development of Florence’s republican identity during the late fourteenth 
century, in response to Duke Gian Galeazzo Visconti’s interference.34 Thus, in contrast to 
the tyrannical duke of Milan, whose conduct harmed his subjects, the Florentine state’s 
republican character and its role as the protector of liberty were highlighted. From this 
perspective, Florence’s defeat of the duke at Anghiari not only substantially reduced 
Milan’s military threat, but also, even more importantly, validated the Florentine 
republic’s military campaign and legitimised its territorial pursuits. Furthermore, the 
rhetoric surrounding the victory at Anghiari, by linking Florence’s reputation with its 
military success, defined Florentine rule in the region as peaceful and righteous.

Considering Montepulciano’s cultural, political and military affiliations with 
Florence, it is most unlikely to be coincidental that, only three months later, the poliziani 
commissioned Michelozzo, one of the city’s most prominent architects and the state’s 
military engineer, to design a façade that paid tribute by mimicking the Palazzo della 
Signoria. It also becomes clear, in comparing the two façades (Figs 1 and 2), that their 
resemblance is due in particular to their defensive features and fortified elements. Like 
the Palazzo della Signoria, Montepulciano’s new façade features narrow ground-floor 
openings contrasting with large arched windows on the upper storeys; moreover, its 
ground floor is covered with rusticated masonry, even though the two upper storeys 

Fig. 5. Montepulciano, Palazzo Comunale, upper portion, view from the northeast,  
photograph of 2016 by the author
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are smooth-faced, and the three main storeys are crowned with machicolations and 
crenellations. The building is then surmounted by a looming tower, likewise topped 
with machicolations and crenellations, supporting a belfry that is a little narrower but 
which very much resembles the earlier Florentine building’s ‘Arnolfo Tower’. Even the 
projecting machicolations, with their triangular corbels rising from a continuous string 
course, and the flat-topped crenellations above them echo the Florentine prototype and 
thus imitate the city’s seat of government. 

While it seems reasonable to see the castellated design of Montepulciano’s town 
hall as a response to Florence’s war against Milan, the extent to which the façade was 
intended to take on a defensive function is very questionable. The defensive capabilities 
of the newly faced building, with its travertine cladding covering only the façade 
and small areas on the building’s south and north sides (Figs 4 and 5), are minimal. 
The projecting machicolated galleries have no ‘murder holes’ (cadutoi) beneath them, 
which would enable missiles to be aimed at attackers, while the apertures between the 
triangular corbels, seemingly for shooting arrows, are in fact blind (Fig. 6).35 The absence 
of these combat features could be a result of the timing of the new façade’s construction. 
The renovation had barely progressed during the first half of 1440 when the conflict 
between Florence and Milan was at its climax, and it was largely postponed until 

Fig. 6. Montepulciano, Palazzo Comunale, detail of the upper portion,  
photograph of 2016 by the author
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October 1440, three months after the battle of Anghiari, which was when the poliziani 
sent their invitation to Michelozzo.36 As Florence’s state engineer, Michelozzo would 
most certainly have understood the significance of Florence’s victory at Anghiari, which 
freed Montepulciano from the pressure of war.37 He may also have taken the view that 
there was no need, especially after the end of the war, for the refurbished building to 
have any particular defensive capability.

At the time of Michelozzo’s commission for the Palazzo Comunale, there already 
existed in the town a càssero (stronghold) commissioned and constructed by the Florentine 
government after 1392, which would have been much more suitable for military purposes 
than the town hall.38 A previously unpublished sketch found on the flyleaf of a volume 
of the town’s financial accounts may refer to this structure (Fig. 7).39 The depiction of 
quintessential military architectural elements, including three watchtowers, swallow-
tailed merlons, a lock on the portal and the grid of lines covering the main structure 
imitating fine masonry, vividly expresses the building’s fortified strength and its potential 
as a power base. Furthermore, the presence of a man wearing a hat and holding an object 
resembling a bunch of keys to the fortress gate implies the building’s high security (the 
curious depictions beneath this appear to be later additions).

The fourteenth-century Florentine càssero complex deteriorated over time and was 
replaced by a neo-gothic fortezza during the nineteenth century.40 A section of its old 
protective stone barrier survives, however, and provides archaeological evidence to the 
location of the càssero immediately next to the town’s highest and safest entry point, 
the Porta San Donato (Fig. 8).41 This position, close to the town centre and a couple 
of hundred metres southwest of the Palazzo Comunale, would have allowed Florence 
to control the town’s defensive system, and enabled Florentine forces to be admitted, 
while the càssero would also have been an ideal place of refuge if the town’s outer 
defences had fallen.

Compared to the càssero, then, Montepulciano’s town hall would have had much less 
defensive value and would have been much less likely to be used by Florentine forces 

Fig. 7. Sketch of the càssero from the thirteenth or fourteenth century (full page and detail), from the 
Archivio di stato, Montepulciano, photograph of 2018 by the author
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as a stronghold. It is from this perspective that the new façade’s architectural character 
— theatrical and rhetorical, rather than genuinely military — comes into clearer focus. 
By carefully incorporating a range of fortification motifs into his design, Michelozzo 
overlaid a quasi-militaristic and Florentine-like mask on to the town hall’s existing 
body, transforming the minor civic palace into a monument commemorating the city’s, 
as well as the town’s, military triumph at Anghiari. For the poliziani, the castellated 
facing of their new town hall would have linked them with the victory. It may even have 
expressed the transition of the identity of Montepulciano from a minor rural town to 
an integral part of the Florentine state. For Michelozzo and his Florentine compatriots, 
the appropriation by a peripheral settlement of the appearance of Florence’s seat of 
government would have offered tangible evidence of the city’s presence and dominance 
over Tuscany, architecturally embodying Florence’s self-fashioning as a potent and 
outward-facing sovereign state. The convergence of the local communal palace with 
Florentine civic iconography may thus mark the moment when the civic ideologies 
of Montepulciano and Florence overlapped and reinforced one another. In this way, 
Montepulciano’s new façade expands understanding of the dynamics of architectural 
and cultural dialogue between Florence and subject towns in the mid-fifteenth century 
and at the dawn of the city’s territorial hegemony. 

Fig. 8. Montepulciano, 
masonry remains of the 
càssero, photograph of 
2018 by the author
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In view of architectural development more generally, the castellated façade of 
Montepulciano’s Palazzo Comunale underscores the twofold role of fortified elements: 
as a defensive measure, and as a symbol of political and military power. This is perhaps 
the reason why the fortified exteriors of many of Florence’s governmental buildings, 
including the thirteenth-century Palazzo del Podestà as well as Palazzo della Signoria, 
were carefully preserved during the Renaissance, because they signified Florence’s 
honourable history and political longevity.42 It is perhaps also worth noting, in 
connection with the Montepulciano façade, that the machicolated galleries at the top 
combine to form an entablature: the lower arches functioning as an architrave, the 
plain horizontal strip in the middle framed by string courses serving as a frieze, and 
the battlements acting as a cornice or crown at the top. The arrangement thus fulfils 
a very similar role to that of the massive cornice crowning Florence’s Palazzo Medici, 
also designed by Michelozzo and begun in 1444.43 The primarily aesthetic role of these 
castellated elements is further suggested by their elegant profiles. While the projecting 
brackets supporting the machicolated galleries in Florence’s Palazzo della Signoria 

Fig. 9. Vicopisano, fortress, upper portion of façade designed by Filippo Brunelleschi after 1436, 
photograph of 2017 by Daniele Napolitano
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and Montepulciano’s communal palace are of simple triangular shape, the fifteenth-
century fortress designed by Filippo Brunelleschi in Vicopisano (after 1436) features 
stepped brackets that are better suited to defence (Fig. 9), although this building 
may have been similarly intended to carry a symbolic message.44 What might appear 
to be fortification features in later buildings can also be very unsuited to defensive 
purposes, as is the case with the late fifteenth-century Casa Berò (or dei Carracci) in 
Bologna (Fig. 10), which has ornamental machicolations to support the overhanging 
upper storey, rather than to offer any practical means of fortification.45 From this 
perspective, it seems fair to characterise Michelozzo’s design for Montepulciano as a 
work of art fulfilling a primarily symbolic and aesthetic role, rather than adding any 
defensive value to the structure. It thus epitomises, in quattrocento Florence, the civic 
and theatrical significance of castellation as a form of architectural expression. 

Fig. 10. Bologna, Casa 
Berò (or dei Carracci), late 
fifteenth century, photograph 
of 1880 by Pietro Poppi
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Appendix
1. Montepulciano, Archivio storico, ‘Copialettere’, vol. 3, f. 80v, 17 June 1440

The Montepulciano comune writes to the Dieci, reporting on the military activities of Niccolò 
Piccinino’s troops in the region of Valdichiana, including Castiglion Fiorentino, Fojano and Cortona.

[Addressed to] Magnificis Dominis Decem

Magnifici patres et domini nostrori honorandissimi. Essendo N.[iccolo] picci[ni]no o sue 
legate brigate a campo in quello di cortona come essere noto ala magnificentia vostra 
speriamo. Per la presente la signoria vostra preghiamo che con presteza provengga a 
valiana. La quale perdendosi gran danno farebbe a cortona a castiglioni a fojano et a noi 
torrebbe il passo nella forteza di valiana mandati abbiamo di nostri huomini et similemente 
nella torre di chiane veduto aperto male et da chi era guardata la dicta torre speriamo si 
salverà di valiana fortemente dubitiamo per non essere stata fortificata et per molti altre 
ragioni e mancamenti i quali per honesta taciamo. et pure in questo punto aviso abbiamo 
dat[o] [a]i nostri come gia circa huomini diceasette [insert] di valiana [end of insert] atti alla 
difensione de luogo se ne sono fuggiti. per dio Magnifico Signore con presteza prevedete 
con fanti forestieri ala conservatione del luogo perche non prevedendo si perdera et 
grandissimo danno risultera al paese. Baldaccio è in fighini uno dei castelli d’orvieto qui 
presso a noi a miglia xiiij del quale dubitiamo benche da lui noi non possiamo essere offesi 
sennò pel territorio di senesi. Dice lui essere Capitano di fanti di N.[iccolo] P.[iccinino] et 
lui dice essere suo huomo e non d’altri. Speriamo che la Signora Vostra habbia il vero. Dala 
quale dicio informatione aspettiamo. Parati sempre Vostra Magnificentia. Datum in terra 
montispolicis 17 Junij MccccxL. a hore xxiij.  

2. Montepulciano, Archivio storico, ‘Copialettere’, vol. 3, f. 82v, 2 July 1440

The Montepulciano comune writes to the Dieci, congratulating Florence on its victory over Milan 
and Niccolò Piccinino.

[Addressed to] Magnificis Dominis Decem balie comunis florentie

Magnifici priores et domini nostri honorandissimi. Intesa la inmensa [sic:immensa] victoria 
di toscana conservatione e salute obtenuta contro al tiranno duca di milano et N.[iccolò] 
p.[iccinino] con la Magnificentia vostra per la presente con ardentissima iocundita et letitia 
grandissima ci rallegriamo. Et benche per noi la sera inanti che il vostro mandatario qua 
fusse per noi fuochi et festa grandissima fusse fatta per cagione della detta victtoria. La 
quale a noi significata fu per lo podesta et priori di Fojano et per paulo da Ghiacceto, 
Capitano d’Arezzo per proprio cavallaro niente di meno hier sera al’aiuta dela nostra festa 
e fuochi co suoni di campane fare facemmo. et domattina la processione faremo per render 
gratia alo ecterno iddio et a san piero e a san paulo nel cui di tale stata victoria s’a[c]quisto 
contro al tiranno. Per la quale seguirà il suo ultimo exterminio in gloria e perpetua fama del 
glorioso [insert] Magnifico [end of insert] popolo fiorentino. et di tutta la italia conservatione 
unione salute e pace. Al mandatario vostro benche f. 30 fusse dar facemo f. 2. Riservandoli 
maggior dono quando a noi recherà la presente o subsecuta morte di N.[iccolo] p.[iccinino] 
ala magnificentia vostra vero inimico. Parati sempre Vostro Magnifice. Datum in terra 
montispoliciani die ij julij MccccxL.
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